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Minimalist
in its true nature.
Minimalism is not just an art movement or an aspect of our design language.
For us it’s a mindset, philosophy and a way of living.

The brand was established in 2017 focusing on bedrooms, but new ideas have guided us also
further. Always in search for exquisite beauty. Born in the embrace of the virgin forests and
freezing winds.
In our creation, traditional furniture pieces find new expression in the unique form of Kaissu.
Slim shapes, fine lines and high quality materials define Kaissu’s design the most. We love to
flirt with trends, but our creative experiments result in developing designs with unique character
that brilliantly fulfil their primary functions while providing beauty to any space regardless of
time periods.
Products manufactured in small volumes are unique. Using mostly natural wood, every item is
one of a kind and has its story to tell as a result of how the nature designed
the wood over time.
While developing and testing our core pieces in our own production, we also collaborate with
Estonia’s best and most qualified crafters and manufacturers.
Helen Leetsar
Co-founder and designer

Went on a walk to the seaside this weekend.
Couldn’t help but capture the simple beauty we’re surrounded with.

Responsible
and respectful
Kaissu values slow consumption, durability, and ecologically responsible manufacturing.
Our aim is to create and sell Kaissu’s products in a way that respects the creator,
buyer and the environment we live in.

We use durable, renewable, and reusable materials. This way, we can keep recycling
the furniture – our furniture can be handed down to grandchildren or someone’s old
becomes someone else’s new without appearing damaged or worn. And if, one day, the
piece of furniture can no longer find a new owner, it will not become a burden on
nature, but instead, a part of it.
Kaissu’s products come with 5-year warranty. Longer warranty period for furniture
that can last a lifetime.
Creative reuse of furniture production waste turns solid wood offcuts into charming
design elements. This way we can have near zero production waste.
Our minimalist designs are packed in equally minimalist packaging while ensuring
the minimal time needed to put the items into use. Smaller packaging means fewer
resources required for manufacturing and transportation.
Kaissu gives back to nature – for each piece of oak furniture purchased we will
plant a broadleaf tree.
Our products are made using FSC certified wood.
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Bed Ehe Natur

Bed Ehe

Materials

Description

Frame: Natural solid oak, oiled.

A stunningly beautiful and truly minimalist bed with
exquisite airiness. Fine lines and uncomplicated
design give this bed an evident feel of easy-going
elegance.

Headboard: Natural solid oak, oiled.
Legs: Cold rolled steel (Black - powder coated).

For a bold ﬁnishing touch, warm materials like wood
are paired with sturdy metal. Both strong materials
give this bed a durable support while contrasts create
visual interest and excitement.

Slats included.

Ehe bed can be customized with a textile headboard
cover of your choice.

Packaging*
168 x 64 x 4cm - 15kg (Headboard)
205 x 14 x 10cm - 10,5kg (Bed frame)
95 x 33 x 11cm - 17kg (Slats, legs & fasteners)

Weight limit: 250kg
(plus a mattress up to 50kg)

* Assembly required.
* Final dimensions vary by exact size of bed. Example: 160x200cm

Frontal view

Side view

2 cm

80 cm
20-30 cm*

9 cm
20 cm

145 / 165 / 185 cm

205 cm

Available mattress sizes

140x200cm

160x200cm

* Recommended height for mattress

180x200cm
kaissu.com

Take in your surroundings using all of your senses.
See, feel and get inspired by the changing of colors, each trembling leaf ,
whisper of the wind, soft waves against the lakeshore. Feel yourself getting relaxed.

Frame bed Ehe

Materials

Description

Frame: Natural solid oak, oiled.
Legs: Cold rolled steel (Black - powder coated).

A minimal bed frame with exquisite airiness and
reﬁned design where strenght and longevity are
achieved by using valuable materials – solid oak and metal.

Slats included.

Finely ﬁnished on 4 sides.

Packaging*
205 x 14 x 10cm - 12,6kg (Bed frame)
95 x 33 x 11cm - 17kg (Slats, legs & fasteners)
* Assembly required.
* Final dimensions vary by exact size of bed. Example: 160x200cm

Frontal view

Side view

20-30 cm*

9 cm

29 cm

20 cm

145 / 165 / 185 cm

205 cm

Available mattress sizes

140x200cm

160x200cm

* Recommended height for mattress

180x200cm

kaissu.com

Bed Sume

Bed Sume

Materials

Description

Frame: Birch plywood

Get inspired by 70's!

Upholstery: Alba, Rovigo, Avelina, Slottsfjord

Upholstered bed Sume is the newest member of
the Kaissu collection. Feel the frail sense of retro
and discreet touch of luxurious design – renowned
slim shapes and ﬁne lines by Kaissu.

Legs:
Solid oak, birch or cold rolled steel (Black - powder
coated).

Choose the right size, height of the footboard,
textile colour, material for the legs as well the ﬁnish.

Slats included.

Decorative bouclé fabric (Alba) feels pleasantly soft
and is easy to maintain.

Packaging*
174 x 90 x 10cm (Headboard, footboard)
210 x 24 x 10cm (Sides)
95 x 33 x 11cm (Slats, legs & fasteners)
* Assembly required.
* Final dimensions vary by exact size of bed. Example: 160x200cm

Frontal view

Side view

3,5 cm

105 cm

61 cm

20-30 cm*

39 cm

150 / 170 / 190 cm

207 cm

Available mattress sizes

140x200cm

160x200cm

* Recommended height for mattress

180x200cm
kaissu.com

Bed Vira Natur

Bed Vira Natur

Materials

Description

Frame: Natural solid oak, oiled.

A bed with minimal design and reﬁned ﬁnish. Slim
bed which minimal form leaves room for the natural
oak to make real presence.

Headboard: Natural solid oak, oiled.
Slats included.

Perfect 45° angle miter joints give the bed its
delicate form.

Packaging*
167 x 64 x 4cm - 15kg (Headboard)
208 x 41 x 7cm - 16,8kg (Bed frame)
84 x 33 x 11cm - 15kg (Slats)
* Assembly required.
* Sizes for 160x200cm bed. Final dimensions vary by exact size.

Frontal view

Side view
2 cm

70 cm
30-35 cm*
18 cm

145 / 165 / 185 cm

205 cm

Available mattress sizes

140x200cm

160x200cm

* Recommended mattress height for optimal sleeping height. ~ 40-45cm

180x200cm

kaissu.com

Take a moment each morning before rushing out of bed.
Set an alarm back a few minutes and wake up just a tiny bit earlier so you can start your day on a more relaxed
note. Close your eyes and think about three things in your life that you are grateful for.
This positivity will guide you throughout your day!

Bed Vira Gold

Materials

Description

Frame: Natural solid oak, oiled.

A bed with minimal design and reﬁned ﬁnish. This slim
bed is made from solid oak wood. Base frame and
upper edge are covered with brushed aluminium
laminate - matt golden decor.

Headboard: Natural solid oak, oiled.
Decor: Metal laminate, brushed gold. (HOMAPAL® 442).
Slats included.

Packaging*
167 x 64 x 4cm - 15kg (Headboard)
208 x 41 x 7cm - 20kg (Bed frame)
84 x 33 x 11cm - 15kg (Slats)
* Assembly required.
* Sizes for 160x200cm bed. Final dimensions vary by exact size.

Frontal view

Side view
2 cm

70 cm
30-35 cm*
18 cm

145 / 165 / 185 cm

205 cm

Available mattress sizes

140x200cm

160x200cm

* Recommended mattress height for optimal sleeping height. ~ 40-45cm

180x200cm

kaissu.com

Bed Ída, light

Bed Ída, light

Materials

Description

Frame: Natural solid birch, oiled.

A simple, yet exquisite platform bed, in which
Scandinavian materials and colours meet Japanese
aesthetics. This solid birch wood bed in a natural
ﬁnish has a strong metal frame.

Headboard: Natural solid birch, oiled.
Metal frame:
Cold rolled steel (Black - powder coated).

For more comfort a headboard with 5 degree angle
can be added. Extendable side tables can be
pushed together to the same width as the rest of
the bed.

Packaging*
178 x 65 x 5cm - 15,5kg (Headboard)
178 x 33 x 7cm - 18kg (Platform boards) x2
190 x 14 x 10cm -19,5kg (Bed frame)
59 x 40 x 15cm - 6kg (Legs & ﬁttings)
* Assembly required.
* Sizes for 160x200cm bed. Final dimensions vary by excact size.

Top view

Side view

2 cm
214 / 234 / 254 cm

100 cm
20-30 cm**
Extendable
sidetable

27 cm
205 cm
** Recommended height for mattress

Available mattress sizes

140x200cm

154 / 174 / 194 cm

kaissu.com

160x200cm

180x200cm

Bed Ída, light

Bed Ída, black

Materials

Description

Platform: Natural solid birch, black staine + oilwax.

A simple, yet exquisite platform bed, in which
Scandinavian materials and colours meet Japanese
aesthetics. This solid birch wood bed in a natural ﬁnish
has a strong metal frame.

Headboard: Natural solid birch, black stain + oilwax.
Metal frame:
Cold rolled steel (Black - powder coated).

For more comfort a headboard with 5 degree angle
can be added. Extendable side tables can be pushed
together to the same width as the rest of the bed.

Packaging*
178 x 65 x 5cm - 15,5kg (Headboard)
178 x 33 x 7cm - 18kg (Platform boards) x2
190 x 14 x 10cm -19,5kg (Bed frame)
59 x 40 x 15cm - 6kg (Legs & ﬁttings)
* Assembly required.
* Sizes for 160x200cm bed. Final dimensions vary by excact size.

Top view

Side view
2 cm
214 / 234 / 254 cm

100 cm
20-30 cm**
Extendable
sidetable

27 cm
205 cm
** Recommended height for mattress

Available mattress sizes

140x200cm

154 / 174 / 194 cm

kaissu.com

160x200cm

180x200cm

Nightstand Ehe

Materials

Description

Natural solid oak, oiled.

This natural oak wooden nightstand has a ﬂap door
and gorgeous looking metal details.

Legs: Cold rolled steel (Black - powder coated).
Warm materials like wood are paired with sturdy
metal details, creating visual interest.

Packaging
26 x 51 x 51 cm - 12kg

No assembly needed.

Frontal view

Side view

50 cm

50 cm

25 cm

kaissu.com

Kaissu’s all time favorite materials and colors. Pure, timeless, minimalist.

Nightstand Vira Gold

Materials

Description

Natural solid oak, oiled.

Beautiful and slim nightstand with a small drawer,
made from oak wood.

Decor: Metal laminate, brushed gold. (HOMAPAL® 442).
Base frame is covered with brushed gold metal.
Perfect match with Vira or Ehe beds.

Soft close drawers.

Packaging
38 x 36 x 56 cm - 12kg

No assembly needed.
Frontal view

Side view

55 cm

18 cm

35 cm

35 cm

kaissu.com

Nightstand Vira Natur

Materials

Description

Natural solid oak, oiled.

The solid oak nightstand that has a small drawer at
the bottom.
The perfect pair with a Vira or Ehe collection bed.

Packaging
38 x 36 x 56 cm - 12kg

No assembly needed.
Frontal view

Side view

55 cm

18 cm

35 cm

35 cm

kaissu.com

Side table Awa

Materials

Description

MDF covered with natural oak veneer.

Side table with a playful design.

Shelf:
Cold rolled steel (Black - powder coated).

Vertical racks on either side are ideal for storing
magazines or books.

Packaging
50 x 31 x 25cm - 20kg
Product needs assembly.

Frontal view

Side view
30 cm

50 cm

30 cm

46 cm

kaissu.com

Dresser Ehe

Dresser Ehe

Materials

Description

Natural solid oak, oiled.

Dresser with two spacious and convenient
self-close drawers. Contrasting black metal details
at the bottom of the dresser and behind the handles
add support to the structure and style to design.

Legs and frame:
Cold rolled steel (Black - powder coated).

This dresser holds a remarkable amount of clothing
or other household items, and gives a much needed
surface space for decorations or even a TV, making
it a go-to piece for both bedrooms and living rooms.
Packaging
122 x 42 x 77 cm - 40kg

Frontal view

Side view

75 cm

20 cm

40 cm

120 cm

kaissu.com

TV-stand Ehe

TV-stand Ehe

Materials

Description

Natural solid oak, oiled.

An airy and minimalist TV stand made of natural oak.

Legs and frame:
Cold rolled steel (Black - powder coated).

The hidden drawer under the TV-stand ﬁts all cords
and movable metal panels on the back of the stand
can be adjusted to hide all unwanted cables and
wires.

Packaging
185 x 42 x 55 cm - 30kg

Frontal view

Side view

35 cm

52 cm

20 cm

40 cm

180 cm

kaissu.com

Console table Ehe

Console table Ehe

Materials

Description

Natural solid oak, oiled.

Console table with a drawer made of natural oak,
which ﬁts as well in the hallway, comfortably for keys
/ documents, as in the living room or bedroom, as a
mirror table, shelf.

Legs:
Cold rolled steel (Black - powder coated).

Packaging
125x 45 x 77 cm - 15kg

Frontal view

Side view

75 cm

20 cm

30 cm

120 cm

kaissu.com

Bench Ehe

Bench Ehe

Materials

Description

Natural solid oak, oiled.

A bench with gorgeos design. It suits well into your
bedroom, in the hallway or into your living room.

Legs:
Cold rolled steel (Black - powder coated).

Packaging
85 x 39 x 40 cm - 15kg

Frontal view

Side view

40 cm
20 cm

84 cm

39 cm

kaissu.com

Children’s bed Tuul

Children’s bed Tuul

Materials

Description

Frame:
Birch plywood with transparent melamine ﬁlm.

Stylish full-length bed that is a favourite from
toddlers to teenagers.

Textile paddings:
100% polyester
Martindale 180 500
Washable up to 60°C

Strong enough to carry grown-ups.

Storage boxes with rubber wheels.
Inner dimensions: 74,5cm x 50cm, h=12 cm.

Packaging*

Slats included.

204 x 72 x 7cm - 29kg (Frame front/back+ storage
boxes)
90 x 72 x 7cm - 14kg (Frame sides)
84 x 33 x 7cm - 7,5kg (Slats)
* Assembly required.

Side view

Frontal view
1.8 cm

35 cm
70 cm

15-22 cm*
35 cm

86 cm

85 cm

205 cm
* Recommended mattress height for best comfort and useability.

Available mattress sizes
Add-on: Easy removable guard rail

18 cm

80x200cm

60 cm

kaissu.com

Contact
Kaissu Interiors OÜ
Suur-Sõjamäe 13a
11415 Tallinn
Estonia
T +372 513 8613
www.kaissu.com
sales@kaissu.com
SALES
Martti Leetsar
martti@kaissu.com
T +372 509 9603
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